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THE RISE OF THE NEW HYBORIAN LEGION, PART FOUR
By Lee A. Breakiron
As we saw in our first installment [1], the Robert E. Howard United Press Association (REHupa) was
founded in 1972 by a teen-aged Tim Marion as the first amateur press association (apa) devoted to Howard.
Reforms by the next Official Editor (OE), Jonathan Bacon, had gone a good way toward making the fanzine
Mailings look less amateurish, which in turn attracted more and better members. There was still too many
Mailing Comments being made relative to the material worth commenting on, still too little that concerned
Howard himself, and still too much being said about tangential matters (pastiches, comics, gaming, etc.) or
personal affairs. A lot of fan fiction and poetry was being contributed, but this did garner a lot of
appreciation and commentary from the other members. The next OE, Brian Earl Brian, put in a lot of work
guiding the organization, though not always competently.
Former, longtime REHupan James Van Hise wrote the first comprehensive history of REHupa through
Mailing #175. [2] Like him, but more so, we are focusing only on noteworthy content, especially that
relevant to Howard. Here are the highlights of Mailings #36 through #45.
In Mailing #36 (Nov., 1978), member and longtime agent for the Howard heirs, Glenn Lord, reports on
the 4th World Fantasy Convention in Fort Worth, Tex., the previous month:
I thought the convention to be quite good … I … picked up Kirby McCauley … and
we drove to Cross Plains where I showed him what sights there are to see in that sleepy
little town (but failed to find a couple of people I wanted to see at home). From Cross
Plains we drove to Ranger where we visited the Howard heirs, and the following day drove
into Fort Worth.
The emphasis of the 4th WFC was on Howard, and there were some panels devoted to
him, including one on writing REH pastiches (with [L. Sprague] de Camp, [Lin] Carter,
[Andrew] Offutt, [Karl Edward] Wagner and Roy Thomas); de Camp spoke at another
panel about Howard’s life; and a third panel featured two people who had personally
known Howard (Harold Preece and Norris Chambers). However, this last panel was
aborted shortly after it began due to the overheating of an air-conditioning unit, which
poured smoke into the room. Preece spoke at a make-up panel the following day, but I
missed that due to a prior commitment.
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Writers were everywhere in evidence at the convention, with a number of the old Weird
Tales crew being present: Manly Wade Wellman, Hugh B. Cave (whose collection,
Murgenstruum & Others, won a “Howard” award); Frank Belknap Long (who won for
Lifetime Achievement); Guest-of-Honor Fritz Leiber (whose novel Our Lady of Darkness
also won an award); H. Warner Munn. Plus many newer authors like C.L. Grant, Stephen
King, Stephen Donaldson, Wagner, David Drake, etc. and etc. Among the surprise
attendees were Mrs. P.M. Kuykendall and Mrs. J.P. Morris, the Howard heirs, who were
somewhat fascinated by the doings of those odd people known as “fans.”
Also in attendance were all the parties of Conan Properties Inc. (Arthur M. Lieberman,
attorney; John Troll, de Camp and myself as Directors). [3] Dr. Troll is now President of
CPI since Kirby McCauley resigned as of mid-August. A Directors’ Meeting was held on
the 15th with a bit of news coming out of that. First of all, while the Oliver Stone script for
the Conan movie is supposedly finished, no one has seen it yet. And while Conan the
Liberator will bear both de Camp and Carter as co-authors, most of the work was done by
de Camp; Carter will be doing no more Conan writing it seems. Wagner has finished his
novel, The Road of Kings, but has been allowed to bow out by his own request since he
found writing under the deadlines dictated by the Bantam contract to be too much. Offutt
will do one of the other novels that had originally been assigned to Karl [The Sword of
Skelos], and a third writer [Poul Anderson] will do the other [Conan the Rebel]. (pp. 1-2)
Wagner’s inability to complete his three-book contract marked the beginning of the end for him due to his
dissipation through alcohol and drugs. The 1980s would only see some short stories and unfulfilled
promises from him, culminating with his death in 1994 at the age of 48.
Lord goes on to say that he thinks the poem “Candles,” supposedly by REH (pictured below from Joe
Marek’s fanzine in Mailing #43), is probably a hoax due to its style and weak provenance. As discussed in
our last installment, it was published by Mike Horvat in a 47-copy edition in late 1974 or early 1975. Most
of the copies were lost in a lake on the way to the post office. Horvat claimed that less than a dozen survived
the trip.
Artist Rick McCollum joins the apa with a four-page start of one of his graphic Sword & Sorcery (S &
S) in a good underground-comic style with explicit sexual content. Member Jim Coplin opines that current
S & S fiction is largely unimaginative and boring due to most authors’ lack of background and insufficient
inspiration. Nick Grassel makes the first mention in the apa of desktop publishing, raving about his new
microcomputer and its 20K memory.
As of Mailing #37 (Jan., 1979), membership is full at 36 for the first time, coincident with the merger
of REHupa and The Hyperborian League (THL having been discussed in [4]). Brown raised the copy count
required of each member to 50 in order to provide copies to each member and to libraries. Annual dues
were raised to $3.75.
Marek runs a letter from Offutt describing how much he researched Howard to write his novel Conan
and the Sorcerer (Bantam, 1079) and saying he had written two more Conan pastiches, The Sword of Skelos
(Bantam, 1979) and Conan the Mercenary (Ace, 1980). Reviewing Sorcerer, Marek says it’s not without
its faults. “I think [Offutt] made Conan a little too intelligent (something Carter and de Camp will never
be accused of).” (p. 10) Marek announces that Wagner’s novels In the Wake of the Night and Queen of the
Night would be appearing in 1980 [though Wagner would never complete either of them].
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Charles de Lint reveals that his fanzine (“zine”) Dragonbane #1 had sold out. He talks about his zine
Beyond the Fields We Know #1 and other portfolios and chapbooks from his Triskell Press. Everett Winne
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quotes a letter from Coplin in which Coplin gets a good early handle on REH’s efficient storytelling style
and worldbuilding:
Anyway, when I noticed how his stories literally breathed because of his knowledge of
background ‒ and by that I mean the boundaries he set for himself to keep his settings
believable ‒ I wanted to read the same histories that allowed him to color things so
beautifully. In the meantime, I was reading William Norris, Dunsany, Eddison and others
‒ ladders again because each of these gentlemen gave believability to their stories through
medieval romances, folklore and myth and so I started reading them. What I discovered at
last was the most successful fiction writers, fantasy or otherwise, are those who
imaginatively take life past or present ‒ reality merged carefully with romanticism ‒ and,
keeping more fantastic things logically within those times, let those things speak for
themselves. It’s a matter of economy. Through media or otherwise, everybody has certain
ideas of what, for instance Bagdad or Venice must have looked like. Say you’re Howard
wanting to describe Shadizar. Everyone knows what Eastern, Persian cities looked,
smelled and felt like ‒ we all watched the Sinbad movies and such. So in fleshing out
Shadizar, Howard didn’t have to wrack his brains for original setting; he used a few chosen
words and descriptions and let our own imaginations and memories of like cities
(vicariously mostly) do the rest. Anyone who read Arabian Nights would catch on. Look
at most of the proper nouns ‒ names and such ‒ in his stuff. Most are either lifted straight
from history (the gods Bell and Peytor, Isis and Nitra ‒ Crom too) or are phonetically the
mood of his models or are connotative of the feeling he’s trying to put across. Conan is an
Irish name. Stygia sounds Egyptian and on. He’d set things up with a simple name. (p. 1)
Brown defends de Camp’s editing, “collaborating,” and pastiching REH and Conan as a means of
protecting de Camp’s investment of time spent on the character. Clifford Bird submits his signed and
numbered illustration of Charles Saunders’s character Imaro (shown below). Paul Allen contributes some
fascinating trip reports. One is to Edgar Rice Burroughs’s corporate offices in Los Angeles, first back in
the sixties when Burroughs’s family and personnel were friendly and dedicated to preserving and promoting
ERB’s legacy, and then recently when the entire atmosphere of the place had changed to one of cold,
commercial exploitation. Another was of a visit to Harlan Ellison’s palatial, book-filled home, where Allen
found Ellison to be much friendlier than one would guess from his “sometimes gruff, egotistical exterior.”
(p. 5) Lastly, Allen reports on the 4th World Fantasy Convention attended by several members of REHupa
and THL, as well as Glenn Lord, Lovecraft champion Dirk Mosig, publisher Don Grant, Wagner, the de
Camps, small publisher Roy Squires, and comic book writer Roy Thomas. Allen declares:
Wagner is one hilarious guy, sober or drunk. And he is one very knowledgeable fan
too. I mentioned in Fantasy Newsletter #8 that Karl will be writing no more Howard
pastiches. Aside from not liking the deadline pressures (which is a big factor with Karl),
he is mightily p.o.ed at Bantam for wanting to edit out what they perceive as sex and
violence and what Karl perceives as being necessary for a realistic portrayal of a primitive,
barbarian world. So, he claims he will do no more. In the process, he’s passing up a
guaranteed $25K per book! (p. 6)
Allen says of Thomas: “he knows Howard’s Conan, along with de Camp’s and Nyberg’s and Carter’s and
everyone else’s Conan. He only writes his Conan because that’s what he wants to write (in addition to the
dictates of the comic book format). I have a new respect for what he’s doing, even though I may quibble
on some points.” (p. 6)
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Clifford Bird’s rendition of
Charles Saunder’s character
Imaro from Mailing #37.

The cover of Mailing #38 (Mar., 1979), by McCollum, is depicted on the next page. New member
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Crispin Burnham introduces himself, saying he is or has been a member of three other apa’s and has taken
over the editing and publishing of the zine Eldritch Tales with issue #3, having lost $575, manuscripts, and
art to its former editor Byron Roark, who was to have edited and published #2 and paid some contributors
and given refunds to subscribers, but who instead absconded with the money and “gafiated” (got-awayfrom-it-all, i.e. left fandom). I described his editing career previously [5] and discovered his present
location [6]. He also reports on his trip to, among other “cons,” the 4th World Fantasy Convention. In
addition to attendees mentioned earlier, he saw Robert Weinberg, David Drake, Manly Wade Wellman,
Robert Bloch, Offutt, Leiber, Carter, Hugh Cave, C. J. Cherryh, Stephen R. Donaldson, Ellison, Charles L.
Grant, Stephen King, H. Warner Munn, Howard Waldrop, Evangeline Walton, Arnie Fenner, Pat Cadigan,
Stuart Schiff, Lisa Tuttle, Dennis Etchison, Steve Eng, and Frank Belknap Long. Carter, on a panel about
the writing of REH pastiches, boasted of his record as a “master pasticher,” having pastiched not only
Howard, but also Clark Ashton Smith, H. P. Lovecraft, A. Merritt, and Burroughs. Panelist Roy Thomas
pointed out that he himself was adapting Conan pastiches by de Camp and Carter for Marvel Comics.
Carter, on an S & S panel, condemned the quality of Lovecraft’s prose. Leiber was the Guest of Honor
speaker. Glenn Lord received a special award for his 20 years of service as agent for the Howard heirs.
Other awards went to Weinberg, E. F. Bleiler, Lee Brown Coye, Cave, Ramsey Campbell, Leiber, and
Long. Burnham mentions that Wagner told him that the reason he wasn’t writing any more Conan pastiches
was that he was sick and tired of haggling with de Camp.
Marek states that that Wagner did not pen his projected The Day of the Lion because Bantam had already
accepted an outline for a de Camp-Carter pastiche that covered the same period of Conan’s life. Marek
gives, as his reason for why Wagner wasn’t doing any more Conan pastiches, that Wagner disagreed with
the extent of Bantam’s editing of his The Road of Kings. Jim Coplin complains that the Mailings have not
been having much discussion of REH. Loay Hall responds to Lord’s question, in Mailing #34, “Ever
wonder how de Camp got copies of all the REH letters from me – which he means to exploit – when it is
well known how I feel about him as a person? Ask him” (p. 1) by saying he did ask de Camp and got this
answer in a letter dated 22 Oct., 1978:
In 1972, a dispute, mainly over the division of income from the Conan books, arose
between my colleague Glenn Lord and myself. The next year, this argument ended in a
legal Settlement Agreement, under which I promised Mr. Lord certain things and he in turn
promised me certain other things, including a set of photocopies of Robert Howard’s letters.
These promises have all now been either fulfilled or superseded by the later agreement
setting up Conan Properties, Inc. (p. 1)
Hall says he enjoyed the 4th World Fantasy Convention, especially the company of de Camp and his wife.
In response to Marek’s declaration in Mailing #36 that de Camp’s pastiching Conan had been a mistake,
Hall states “I think future generations must decide that.” (p. 2) [They have, and they generally agree with
Marek.] De Camp’s sole motive for writing ‘Conan’ being for financial gain? I doubt it. He has put too
much time and sweat into the series just for that … But de Camp is a professional writer and he would be
a fool not to get the best possible price for his material.” (p. 2) Hall later quotes editor George Scithers to
the same effect, finishing: “After all, de Camp is worth the money!” (p. 6)
Liz Danforth is putting out a fantasy gaming zine called The Sorcerer’s Apprentice for Flying Buffalo,
Inc. William Fulwiler claims Carter is a good editor “except when he includes his own wretched stories in
his anthologies” and can write acceptable nonfiction like his Imaginary Worlds except for his book on
Lovecraft’s fiction, which was a “poorly-researched abomination.” (p. 2) Paul Allen condemns Carter’s
nonfiction, declaring that Imaginary Worlds is loaded with inaccuracies and inconsistencies and that Carter
acts like a “pompous ass.” (p. 21)
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In Mailing #39 (May, 1979), Lord says he has read Wagner’s The Road of Kings and that it is the best
of the Conan pastiches. He gives the latest news about the developing Conan the Barbarian movie, whose
script by Oliver Stone is not yet satisfactory to the producers. [John Milius would revise it.] Lord notes
that editor Leo Margulies dropped “Pigeons from Hell” from his latest (Jove) edition of his Weird Tales
anthology when Lord pointed out to him that Margulies had not gotten permission to publish it. Lord says
that Carter had contributed very little to Conan the Liberator, according to de Camp, and apparently
wouldn’t be involved in any more Conan volumes. Regarding Brown’s speculations about de Camp not
being concerned about how much he was being paid to pastiche Conan, Lord states, “if anyone who had
had serious business dealings with de Camp ever saw your statement that de Camp probably got only a
small flat payment or a small percentage, they would die laughing.” (p. 2)
De Lint reproduces a drawing by John Charette (next page) and franks a reply by Charles R. Saunders
to Brown, who, in the zine Fantasy Crossroads #15, had panned Saunders’s story “The Curse of Bana-gui”
that had appeared in FC #14 and said he didn’t even bother to finish reading it. Saunders declares, “For
three years now I have silently endured your puerile, asinine, bigoted and misinformed excoriations.” (p.
5) [Race card, anyone?] He takes Brown to task for reviewing a story he didn’t even finish reading.
Saunders then reels off the exclusive anthologies he has had stories published in and the names of the
writers and editors who have spoken highly of his work, and asks, “How many professional publications
have accepted your work?” [as if one had to be a chicken to know a good egg]. In his own zine, Brown
says that he thinks it is a mistake for writers to respond to critics, aside from correction of facts, because
reviews are just statements of opinions; that Saunders had overreacted; and that the situation was similar to
the anecdote: “An old master was listening to a composition of a young composer and fell asleep half

way through. The young master berated the old master, asking how the master could comment on
his music. The old master replied that falling asleep was a comment.” (p. 2) In his zine in the
next Mailing, Bob Barger asks, “Has anyone but me noticed how Saunders likes to call everyone who
disagrees with him a bigot? … There is something wrong with Saunders when he gives out such vibrations
full of real hate over something so trivial as a loc [letter of comment] in a fanzine.” (p. 3)
Margaret Henry disagrees with Allen about the amiability of Ellison, noting that she’s found him to be
“rude, obnoxious … He despises fandom … I have seen him throw temper tantrums in public …” (p. 4)
John Melville surveys the Strange Tales pulp. Douglas Winter contributes a poignant, five-page rumination
on REH, his life, and his death, entitled “June 11, 1936,” that reads like a combination of fiction and essay
that is both clever and interesting. [It is reproduced later in this zine.] It was well received by the members
and would be reprinted in Allen’s Fantasy Newsletter #20 (Jan., 1980) and in Bo Cribbs’s zine in REHupa
Mailing #128 (Aug., 1994).
Mailing #40 (July, 1979) sports a cover by McCollum. Jonathan Bacon has a trip report on Fool-Con
II. Burnham lists a chronological Conan bibliography. Allen is disappointed by how few members from
the defunct Hyperborian League managed to join REHupa, but he wasn’t surprised because of how many
had gone inactive prior to the merger. He also questions whether so many copies should be given to libraries
and honorary members. He tabulates how many pages each REHupan had contributed from Mailing #26
on.
Steve Trout runs two letters: (1) one to a newspaper from future REHupan Gary Romeo complaining
about their dropping the Conan the Barbarian comic strip; and (2) one from Wagner on the chronology of
his S & S anti-hero Kane (not to be confused with Solomon Kane) that also reveals that Fantastic, the
Magazine of Fantasy & Science Fiction, and other publications had all rejected Wagner’s submitted stories
throughout the 1970s, even while they were publishing pastiches like Carter’s Conan. In his zine
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in the next Mailing, Vernon Clark bemoans, “When someone like Lin Carter turns out the Jandar of Callisto
books which have brisk sales and go to 8 volumes, we must come to the conclusion that the average fantasy
reader/fan has serious deficiencies which he must overcome. Let’s hope that the current overflow of fantasy
on the market doesn’t drown someone like Karl Wagner for his kind we don’t see very many of.” (p. 3)
Brown opines that “… if Howard had decided to stick it out and begun to research more, he could have,
with his much more agreeable characters, written rings around L’Amour.” (p. 8) Vernon Clark, in his first
zine, presents an essay on the importance of Lord Dunsany to fantasy literature (whom he reveals to be his
favorite fantasy author in Mailing #45), and states, “I can’t agree … about Lin Carter being a good editor.
Anyone who’d change the title of a Lord Dunsany story is a pompous asshole. Carter has proven this
innumerable times beyond mention. As a ‘master pasticher,” Carter can mimic all the great fantasy authors,
but he can not write any of them well.” (p. 9) Loay Hall begins a bibliographic and literary profile of de
Camp, but then goes inactive while he has a bout with cancer. It’s not his first such, but he recovers, rejoins
later, and is alive today.
Marek has a trip report on BYOB-Con #9 and says “The three remaining Berkley Conan collections are
The Scarlet Citadel and Others, Queen of the Black Coast and Others, and The Black Stranger and Others.
[Wagner] has yet to revise the Forewords and Afterwords to these. He fears that the “flooding” of the Red
Nails and Others (the hardcover) may have been the last straw to Berkley and that the remaining three may
never see print.” (p. 3) Indeed, 2082 of 4100 copies had been destroyed in a warehouse flood, so Nails is
the rarest of the Berkley/Putnam Conan hardbacks. [7] Wagner’s prediction would prove true, but the main
reason was de Camp’s opposition, through Conan Properties, Inc., to their publication because of the
competition they would present to his own versions and pastiches. Wagner, editor of the Berkley Conan
series, revealed that de Camp wanted to edit Wagner’s The Road of Kings to make it consistent with de
Camp’s “Conan saga” template, but that Wagner had insisted on complete artistic control. Maureen
Campbell contributes an eloquent essay pleading for the writing of more imaginative contemporary fantasy,
in particular using settings other than medieval Europe and perhaps making use of mythologies other than
Nordic.
In Mailing #41 (Sep., 1979), Barger says he prefers reading old fantasy zines like Amra produced before
The Lord of the Rings and the Conan revival. “The field seemed so much more interesting back then, rather
than the cliché-ridden and stereotyped fantasy literature of today. Pseudo hobbits and pseudo Conans seem
crowded shoulder to kneecap in today’s fantasy literature.” (p. 2) Marek starts running a round-robin S &
S novel he’s organized among several of the members. In response to Hall’s panegyrics of de Camp, Clark
declares, “De Camp’s additions to Conan are, in the least, unethical for a literary artist. If de Camp’s out
to make a buck off the unsuspecting Conan fans (who probably eat up Lin Carter’s stuff also) let him do it.
He surely needn’t be enshrined for this mercenary attitude however. I just don’t like seeing the de Camp
Conan forced down the throats of us Conan fans who like our Howard pure. I prefer the Weird
Tales/Berkley Conans in that respect as we get no pastiches and minimal editing. I can say the same with
my complete Shakespeare. I prefer the unadultur[at]ed original version if possible so I can appreciate the
original creator not his collaborator 20 years later!” (p. 3) And to Hall’s article on Lord Dunsany’s fiction,
in the semi-pro zine Beyond the Fields We Know #1 edited by de Lint, Clark decries Hall’s reliance on the
comments and notes by Lin Carter, whose “nonfiction is filled with errors, half-truths and outright
opinions.” (p. 7) Clark condemns Hall’s praise of Carter’s fiction. “Carter is a plain and simple hack writer
… As long as there are individuals such as yourself that support bad writing, and the efforts of a person
who shows no respect for his readers, we’ll continue to get this kind of stuff.” (p. 8)
Marek presents a complete, detailed 32-page bibliography of Karl Edward Wagner’s works replacing
his earlier effort, including biographical data on Wagner and a letter Marek received from him on the
chronology of his Kane stories. Wagner states in it that he is going to do no more Conan pastiches after
The Road of Kings because of Conan Properties, Inc.’s insistence on quantity over quality. Though little in
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the Mailings now concerned REH, as Van Hise says in his REHupa history [2], Marek’s “one ’zine clearly
put a shot across the bow of other members and demonstrated that ’zines could be more ambitious than
what most members were commonly doing at the time.” (p. 12)
In Mailing #42 (Nov., 1979), honorary members getting Mailings were dropped by majority vote, as
were all libraries aside from Ranger Jr. College, because it has the REH Memorial Collection started by Dr.
I. M. Howard. Lord recommends Kenneth Turan’s article “The Barbarian in Babylon” [8] about Howard,
as well as Poul Anderson’s novel Conan the Rebel, though he still thinks Wagner’s The Road of Kings is
better than Rebel. Lord mentions the latest Ace, Bantam, and Berkley paperbacks and says de Camp had
wanted Conan Properties, Inc. to reject Road as “too sadistic” and had even termed Wagner “at best merely
a passable hack,” but “he did not get his way.” (p. 1) In the next Mailing, Marek tells Burnham that Wagner
told him that de Camp wanted to edit out all the sex and violence. In Mailing #44, Fulwiler franks a letter
from de Camp denying Lord’s assertions, saying he did not call Wagner a hack or reject Road, but only put
the novel on hold because the sample of it submitted was too short to make a judgment on it. Lord declines
to make an issue of the matter in his zine in Mailing #47.
On another subject, Lord continues:
It was not until the recovery of the long lost R. E. Howard-H. P. Lovecraft letters ‒ in
1967 ‒ that I became aware that Howard had more than just a passing interest in folk music.
In addition to the quotation of parts of a number of folk ballads in the aforementioned
letters, Howard revealed that he had at one time been in correspondence with a researcher
about folk music: “I used to correspond with one R. W. Gordon who was collecting old
songs for an anthology” ‒ though I never got the chance of examining the complete work.
The best thing of its kind I ever saw was an anthology compiled by Carl Sandburg in which
I found numbers of old songs I knew by heart but had never seen in print. It’s cheering to
find men collecting these old ballads, which seem to be forgotten by practically all people.”
(letter to H.P. Lovecraft, November 2, 1932)
In another letter to H. P. L., circa August 1931, Howard quoted a bit of song:
Old Compass lies dead and is under the ground,
Ho, ho! under the ground!
A green apple-tree grew over his head,
Ho, ho! over his head!
“The revellers had long forgotten who or what ‘Old
Compass’ was, but, in correspondence with Gordon, the
ardent collector and student of folk-songs, I learned that
this was a distortion of an old English song of the days of
the Commonwealth, and that ‘Old Compass’ was none
less than the bloody hypocrite himself, Cromwell.”
I made some cursory efforts to learn more about R. W.
Gordon, but to no avail. Then, early this year I happened
to see this item in a local newspaper:
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Then, shortly thereafter, I received a letter from Frank D. McSherry Jr. [in] which he
stated that he had run into a department entitled “Old Songs That Men Have Sung,” edited
by R. W. Gordon, in Adventure, and that in the issue for March 1, 1927, there was a song
entitled “Sanford Burns,” text of Robert E. Howard, Texas. Frank sent me a photocopy of
the department which states that it is “Devoted to outdoor songs, preferably hitherto
unprinted ‒ songs of the sea, the lumber camps, Great Lakes, the old canal days, the negro,
mountains, the pioneers, etc. Send in what you have or find, so that all may share in them.
Although this department is conducted primarily for the collection and preservation of old
songs, the editor will give information about modern ones when he can do so and if each
request is accompanied with self-addressed envelope and sufficient reply postage (not
attached). Write to Mr. R. W. Gordon direct (not to the magazine), care of Adventure,
Spring and Macdougal Streets, New York City.”
Gordon had this to say about Howard’s contribution: “‘Sanford Burns’ I suspect had its
origin on the stage. Versions can be found in several paper songsters. In the issue of this
department for October 20, 1923, I printed a somewhat similar song which told of the
hardships of a railroad man ‘way out in Idaho.’”
SANFORD BURNS
My name is Sanford Burns
And I come from Noble town.
I’ve roamed this wide world over
And I’ve roamed this wide world round.
I’ve had my ups and downs in life
And better days I’ve saw,
But I never knew what misery was
Till I hit Arkansaw.
’Twas eighteen hundred eighty-two
In the merry month of June
I landed in Hot Springs
One sultry afternoon.
Up came to me a living skeleton
Who handed me his paw,
Invited me to his hotel,
“The best in Arkansaw.”
I followed my conductor
Unto his boarding place;
There was poverty depicted
On his melancholy face,
His hair hung down in rat tails,
He had a long lantern jaw,
And he’s a photograph of all the gents
That come from Arkansaw.
I started out next morning
To catch an early train.
Says he, “You’d better stay with me
I have some land to drain.
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I’ll give you fifty cents a day
Your board and washing too ‒
You’ll find you’ll be a different man
When you leave Arkansaw.”
I worked for that wretch six months,
Jesse Herald was his name,
Six feet seven inches in his stockinged feet
As tall as any crane.
He fed me on corn-dodgers
As hard as any rock
Till my teeth began to loosen
And my jaws began to knock.
I got so thin on sassafras tea
I could hide behind a straw ‒
Indeed I was a different man
When I left Arkansaw!
And if I ever see that place again,
I give to you my paw.
’Twill be through a telescope
From here to Arkansaw!
(pp. 2-4)
Leon Gammell starts a three-part list of the contents of the Avon Fantasy Reader pulps. John Melville
has more information about the poem “Candles” supposedly by REH and includes an original copy of the
second edition which he had published by Dalkeith (1979). Ronald Weston has a trip report on the 5 th
World Fantasy Convention. Fulwiler gives information on Theosophy and Howard’s involvement with it.
Burnham indexes the contents of his zines Dark Messenger Reader #1 and Eldritch Tales #s 3-5.
In Mailing #43 (Jan., 1980), Marek reproduces his copy of “Candles” shown above. Ken St. Andre
notes that he and member Liz Danforth invented the fantasy game Tunnels and Trolls, intended to be a
simplification of Dungeons & Dragons. Clark has an essay on werewolves and other shape-changers in
epic fantasy.
In Mailing #44 (Mar., 1980), Lord notes that he is serving as a literary agent for Novalyne Price Ellis,
who was to write her memoir One Who Walks Alone about her relationship with Howard. He also
announces that the French publishers NéO and Lattès had bought the rights to publish nine non-Conan
stories and four Conan volumes respectively, and reproduces Weird Tales editor Farnsworth Wright’s
rejection letter of REH’s “The House of Arabu.” In Barger’s zine, Clark talks about meeting Wagner, who
“categorized as so much shit” the de Camp and Carter Conan pastiches (p. 6). Clark himself thinks Carter
is an even worse writer than de Camp and that Carter is a pompous windbag (pp. 22-23). Burnham indexes
the Swords against Darkness series.
Allen reports on his Fantasy Newsletter zine, saying its production was very time consuming and was
barely in the black, despite having a circulation of about 2600, because it was consuming $2000 a month
for printing, postage, and editorial expenses. FN contained detailed, up-to-date publishing news, reviews,
and articles and interviews with fantasy authors. Allen had upgraded the monthly zine’s format from
unstapled newsletter to semi-pro saddle-stapled magazine in Jan., 1980. He was to continue its run through
Oct., 1981 (issue #41), when the workload and cost forced him to quit, turning over its publication to Florida
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Atlantic University, where it was edited by Robert A. Collins. At the time of this Mailing, he observed that
fantasy had been doing well throughout the 1970s, but he thought that its boom had crested. “God knows
there has been enough crap published in the past three years or so and if the expansion were to continue,
you’d better believe that 99% of the new material would be more crap” (p. 2).
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Allen said publishers were being hurt by inflation (President Carter’s “stagflation”), but Allen opined that
the wave of the future would be the trade paperback with its flashier graphics and other “gimmicks to entice
people into paying more than they would for a mass-market paperback.” (p. 3) He ends with a feature on
Ian Ballantine, the “father of American paperback publishing” (p. 6) and a champion of fantasy literature.
Mailing #45 (May, 1980) features outside and inside front covers by
member Floyd Choat. Clark criticizes de Camp for exploiting REH
through pastiches. Barger institutes his Eggboo (later, Egoboo) Awards,
for which he divides the last year’s worth of REHupa zines into their
components (Mailing Comments, art, fiction, reviews, etc.), tabulates their
page counts, and totals them up for each person and Mailing as a way of
singling out and encouraging above-average quality and quantity.
Rusty Burke, in Barger and Clark’s zine, introduces himself
(caricatured at left by Charlie Williams) as a 28-year-old social worker,
artist, and owner of a comic book store in Knoxville, Tenn., who was lured
into Howard fandom by Marvel Comics and into REHupa by his friends
Clark and Barger. Burke would go on to write well over a hundred zines
in REHupa and other apa’s, the former to this day; to become the president
and a founding member of the Robert E. Howard Foundation; and to win
a Cimmerian Black Circle Award for his long and distinguished promotion
of REH’s legacy and literary reputation, which included his editing of the
entire line of Howard’s fantasy works for Wandering Star.
Brown has a trip report on Marcon. Jeff Smith states he agrees with
Brown that there should be no further pastiching Conan because
“Howard’s concepts are really being watered down. (How many giant
apes/giant spiders/ancient gods/etc. can one man fight in a lifetime?)” (p.
10) [But hordes of Conan pastiches, with de Camp’s encouragement,
would go on to flood the marketplace by the likes of Leonard Carpenter,
Roland Green, Robert Jordan, Steve Perry, and John Maddox Roberts from
then through the 1990s.]
And after 8 years and 45 Mailings, the level of professionalism in
REHupa contributions had slowly but definitely improved, as had the size
of the organization and its Mailings. The number of female members had
crested at four in Mailing #37, never to be matched afterward, perhaps
understandably considering the nature of the appeal of S & S and
adventure fantasy. But the limited amount of material relating to the apa’s
namesake would be looming as a future issue.
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STORY FROM WINTER’S ZINE ADVOCATUS DIABOLI #9 IN REHUPA
MAILING #39
“June 11, 1936”
by Douglas E. Winter
Und nicht einmal sein Schritt
klingt aus dem tonlosen Los …
-- Rilke
All Fled
It is like awaking from a dream. One final, ephemeral moment of inescapable fear ‒ the certain
knowledge that there is no mercy, no compassion, no forgiveness ‒ squeezing relentlessly, tightening
inward in a stranglehold of implosion. The sole memory of reality is her soft, lilting lullaby, its consoling
tones returning the serenity of sleep.
Time has stopped, its inexorable passage conquered. The clockhands are frozen in their traces, frail
black lines straining to inch forward, yet never again to erode my life. And while I continue the pathless
journey of bitter existence, my patient footsteps cross but a pallid mockery of purgatory, to transcend that
final moment, to end only when the tale has been told.
Locus
The town in central Texas, a sprawling scatter of wooden frames among the shallow oil fields and stunted
post oaks, stoked white hot by the unyielding summer sun. The cottage toward the outskirts of town, with
its whitewashed picket fence, and the automobile parked nearby. The dying woman, now seemingly dead,
the waste of her cancerous body curled in a white-sheeted embrace within the small house. And the son,
waiting with her, witnessing the inevitable resolution of his thirty years and then walking alone through the
dusty streets, a stranger to himself, to the town, who has given up the fight. Mother, please just hold my
hand before I walk away. I don’t think that I can cry.
His Father
My son loved me with a love that was beautiful. As he loved his mother, God rest her soul.
You knew that as he watched her in those last days, as he grimly accepted that he was helpless, absolutely
worthless to her. Just as my medicine and my prayers could not prevent her death, neither could his brawn
nor his wondrous imagination.
He came to me in the night, put his arm around me and said, Buck up.
Then he looked at me with those saddened blue eyes, and I should have known.
You are equal to it, he said.
He looked at me, and I should have known.
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You will go through it all right.
He looked at me. I should have known.
Song at Midnight
There was a child crying somewhere in the distant darkness, the same child he had seen that morning,
peering with a shy frown through the decaying picket fence. He understood that listening to that child
would be the most difficult task in the remainder of his short life.
When his slow, halting pace brought him to the end of another deserted street, he turned about to study
the shadow panorama of the town at midnight. The monochrome silhouettes, phantom forms in a fading
sight, affirmed his renewed contentment, urging his footsteps home.
The Townspeople
. . . a strange boy that was no surprise to hear that no one seemed to know him but his father was a nice lad
though too quiet now or he’ll hear did you know he carried a gun through the head down that street there
it’s that house no the one on the left town that’s what he should have known them for years ago he went to
school with his poor mother must have loved him very often he would drive that car right in the head for
no good thing she didn’t live to the very next day when I didn’t see what will Doctor Howard do to him
because he was such a strange boy . . .
The Tempter
In the strengthening half-light of predawn, the remains of the world are viewed through dust-clouded
panes of glass. He lies alone in his dim room, sleepless for a third consecutive night, transfixed in
contemplation of the near window, waiting calmly for the shape to come again, to entice his faltering
footsteps onward.
He reconstructs the shape with his precise mind’s eye. It is a brazen caricature of reality, long fingers
gesturing with the fluidity of clammy tendrils, lips languorously pursed in a smirking leer, eyeless sockets
gaping an ebony vacuum. He shakes his head. No, it isn’t you, mother, say it isn’t. Not like that, not all
bloated and shrunken at once. You aren’t like that, and neither am I. No, I will not be like that. Say so,
please tell me. Please, please tell me.
Thanatos
There is no God. There are no gods. There were never any God or gods, just a heat-stricken, comatose
town in Texas, filled with false hopes, futile dreams. Some would find much to mourn in the loss of these
pitiful illusions, but I will not take part. I will slip the bonds of falsehood and embrace the one truth, the
one irrevocable reality.
He spoke a single word, and it echoed through the shadowed tunnel with the power of a thousand voices.
As he was answered with the fragile strains of a lilting lullaby, the muggy darkness constricted, enveloping
him gently within its suffocating cloak. His footsteps halted, and he stretched his hands hesitantly before
him, blindly reaching, but never feeling the damp walls that surely were closing upon him.
Yet he waited with passive assurance, certain there would never again be light. And soon he sank to the
floor in a restless, dream-ridden sleep.
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The Last Hour
It is morning. The room burns, the white sun surging through the thin curtains and hazy windows to
paint wide swathes of yellow and grey across the dusty floor, the scattered furniture, the bed where he lies
awake, waiting. His head stiffly turns as he looks again through the window into the fullness of morning.
Footsteps sound as someone, probably his father, passes his door, walking briskly to his mother’s room. He
no longer questions that she is dying, only footsteps away, with him and yet without him. He asks only
why he remains in this town, in this house, on still another sun-soaked morning.
Words
Voices near me why not now Robert why not now, couldn’t see them only heard them, not whispers but
firmly spoken words and I didn’t know what they were. But I knew where they were coming from, that is,
right inside me, they were mine and always would be mine, why not now Robert why not now. And so I
stood up right off the bunk, left hand grabbing the spread and yanking it upward like pulling off a shroud,
and I dragged my feet across the floor toward that doorway, saying to myself start walking and where’s my
gun.
One of His Correspondents
I was seated in the dining room when I received word. For some time, I simply sat motionless, letter in
hand, refusing to believe those words in the face of my knowledge of the man. Yet that knowledge slowly
persuaded me that indeed it was finished. My vision troubled me then, and for a few moments I suffered a
haunting dislocation, as if these walls, the intimate familiarity of these furnishings, were transmuted into
absurdly alien surroundings. For I viewed a misty sky that swept its granite wind through a timeless,
shadowed valley of greenery.
I remember that later in the evening I looked through magazine featuring one of his stories. It seemed
suddenly pathetic, a hundred or so pages of cheap, tattered stock, already yellowing, packaged with garish
illustrations and advertisements. And I threw it into the fire.
All Done
I walked out this morning to face a street with no name, littered with paper and dust, the paltry gems
men prize. I would not stay; they have told me she will never awaken. A few final steps will lead to the
waiting automobile, the beckoning harbinger of passage to another home. It is there, as I sit in my place,
that my decision will be made complete.
In the heat of day, in the full of my strength and youth, I will welcome it unto me, take her sweet arms
around me and hold her, for one last moment or forever. But I will not cry. You know, mother, I cannot
cry.
The flames of morning rise around me, seething hungrily as I am lifted onto the waiting metal pyre. The
pages of the calendar turn, time freed again to claim the living, and I learn the waste of my life, the inevitable
resolution; but I could be no more resigned, no more prepared. There are but unrecognized forces of the
future that are the horizons of others. They will never bring her consciousness. They will never bring me
my mother.
And father, see me now. Watch me, father, watch me cry. These are tears, and they are mine. I can cry,
momma, I can.
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For you. It’s because I’m so small, momma, but I won’t let them hurt me, no. Not now or ever again.
The pistol is warm. It feels good in my grip. So the feast is over, world. But I know that we will meet
again someday. And I will be waiting ‒ I will be waiting there for you.
Continuity
Rain has crystallized the tall, shining grass, and the radiant meadow of moist emerald spreads from the
valley’s depths to engulf the distant skyline. All is silent on that jewelled, verdant plane, and an eternal
rush of cool wind curves the wet grass in patterned waves. The misty sky has resolved into granite darkness
in the aftermath of its outpouring, casting a penultimate shadow across the timeless vale.
It appears suddenly, without warning, a vibrant beacon burning bright upon the shrouded skyline. Head
lifting triumphantly, coarse exhalation gusting from its nostrils to mist in the chill air, silken white mane
whipping with the wind, the stallion rears. Its massive forelegs thrust momentarily at empty space; then it
is on all fours, descending vigorously through the lush, swaying greenery. Robust muscles ripple beneath
its unblemished white coat as it runs, wispy tail flailing in circles, hooves churning through the wet air,
grass surging in its wake.
He stands alone, his back turned to the depths of the shadowed valley. As the magnificent stallion
reaches his side, it again rears, pawing a challenge to the starless sky, before settling in a restive stance. Its
proud head bows hesitantly in obeisance as the rider leaps to its unsaddled back, drawing the bloodencrusted sword sheathed at the horse’s neck. With a shout, he grasps the flowing mane, and the charge to
the distant skyline begins, the final journey from the shadow into day. (pp. 2-6)
Annotations and Commentary to “June 11, 1936” (from Winter’s
zine Advocatus Diaboli #10, pp.17-19 in Mailing #41 (Sep., 1979)
Before writing the first draft of “June 11, 1936,” my nonfiction reading concerning Robert E. Howard
was limited to L. Sprague de Camp’s superficial biography, The Miscast Barbarian, and tangential sources
such as de Camp’s Lovecraft, A Biography and forwards to several collections of Howard’s fiction.
Subsequent to the conceptualization and writing of the story, I read de Camp’s Literary Swordsmen and
Sorcerers and The Conan Reader, Glenn Lord’s The Last Celt and The Howard Collector Anthology,
Darrell Schweitzer’s inept Conan’s World (which has little of substance to say about anything, and
absolutely nothing to say about Howard as a person); and Lovecraft’s letters to Howard collected in Selected
Letters. Although I certainly hold an obvious bias, the subsequent reading only reaffirmed my belief in the
analysis expressed in my short piece of biographical fiction. There follows a set of annotations and brief
commentary that may be of interest to the scholarly-oriented members or to those who doubt the value of
research to the creative author.
1. “Und nicht einmal …” ‒ My translation, “And not once do his footsteps ring from his soundless destiny.”
2. “All fled” ‒ The opening words of the couplet said to be written by Howard immediately before he
committed suicide: “All Fled all done, so lift me on the pyre; The feast is over and the lamps expire.”
L. Sprague de Camp states that the second line is paraphrased from a poem by Ernest Christopher Dowson,
“a minor Victorian poet who … wrote poems full of the studied melancholy and self-conscious
thanatophilia that also occur in Howard’s verse.” The Miscast Barbarian, p. 35 (de la Ree, 1975). See note
19, infra.
3. “The town in central Texas …” ‒ Compare the descriptions by E. Hoffmann Price, “A Memory of R.E.
Howard,” in Lord, ed., The Last Celt, p. 81 (Grant, 1976).
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4. “My son loved me …” ‒ Letter, Dr. I.M. Howard to H.P. Lovecraft, June 29, 1936, reprinted in Lord,
ed., The Howard Collector Anthology, p. 209 (Ace, 1919). See also The Miscast Barbarian, p. 21.
5. “my medicine and my prayers” ‒ Regarding Dr. Howard’s medical practice and religious proclivities,
see, e.g., The Miscast Barbarian.
6. “He came to me” ‒ Letter from Dr. I.M. Howard to H.P. Lovecraft, June 29, 1936, reprinted in The
Howard Collector Anthology, p. 209. See also The Miscast Barbarian, p. 35.
7. “Song at Midnight” ‒ See Howard, “Song at Midnight” from Lord, comp., Always Comes Evening, p. 86
(Underwood-Miller, 1977).
8. “Shadow panorama” ‒ See Howard, “The Tempter” from Always Comes Evening, p. 79.
9. “phantom forms in a fading sight” ‒ See Howard, “Lines Written in the Realization” from Always Comes
Evening, p. 49.
10. “The Townspeople” ‒ Compare E. Hoffmann Price, “A Memory of R.E. Howard”; E. Hoffmann Price,
"Robert Ervin Howard, The Howard Collector Anthology, pp. 191-93; Letter from Dr. I.M. Howard to E.
Hoffmann Price, June 21, 1944, reprinted in The Howard Collector Anthology, pp. 213-218 (“… Robert
was a lonely man because the people around him understood little of his life and the character of the man
… he is, I dare say, a forgotten memory … of those among whom he lived.”).
11. “The Tempter” ‒ See Howard, “The Tempter” from Always Comes Evening, pp. 78-79.
12. “sleepless for a third consecutive night” ‒ See Letter from E. Hoffmann Price to Francis T. Laney, June
22, 1944, reprinted in The Howard Collector Anthology, p. 221.
13. “No, it isn’t you …” ‒ Compare The Miscast Barbarian, p. 31 (“… worry over physical deterioration
may have contributed …”); Letter from Howard to August Derleth, May 9, 1936, reprinted in The Howard
Collector Anthology, p. 184 (“When a man dies young he misses much suffering …” See also note 21,
infra.
14. “Thanatos” ‒ “… [Howard was] an agnostic who made up his own pantheon for the sake of his stories
but did not take his synthetic gods seriously.” The Miscast Barbarian, p. 11, De Camp has uttered an
unsatisfying, superficial conclusion, to say the least.
15. “He spoke a single word …” ‒ Compare The Miscast Barbarian, p. 31 [“Evidently his ‘fatal fixation’
(as Derleth called it) on his mother was the main cause.”]
16. “The Last Hour” ‒ See Howard, “The Last Hour” from Always Comes Evening, p. 59 (“A painted sun
hung in a starless sky.”)
17. “One of His Correspondents” ‒ The “correspondent” serves both as an amalgam of an external narrator
and as literary metaphor. He is not intended to represent any historical personage, and the knowledgeable
reader would easily reject the two most likely speculations as to identity, his narrative voice is not that of
either Lovecraft or Price.
18. “For I viewed a misty sky that swept its granite wind …” -- See Howard, “Recompense” from Always
Comes Evening, p. 37. See also note 25, infra.
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19. “All Done” ‒ See note 2, supra. It should be noted that the exact facts surrounding the role in the
suicide of Howard’s “final poem” are unclear, and that it was de Damp who perhaps engaged in a bit of
romanticized myth-making by alleging that Howard actually wrote these lines immediately before his
suicide. Dr. Howard’s letter of June 29, 1936 to Lovecraft describes the facts somewhat differently; and it
is apparent that Howard may have written the poem hours, days, weeks, even months before the suicide,
and not necessarily as his final creative act minutes before dying.
20. “… paper and dust, the paltry gems men prize I would not stay …” ‒ See Howard, “Lines Written in
the Realization” from Always Comes Evening, p. 49.
21. “… in the full of my strength and youth” ‒ See Letter from Howard to August Derleth, May 9, 1936,
reprinted in The Howard Collector Anthology, p. 185. See also note 13, supra.
22. “… unrecognized forces of the future” – See Letter from Howard to Clark Ashton Smith, December 14,
1933; quoted in The Miscast Barbarian, p. 29.
23. “So the feast is over …” ‒ See note 2, supra.
24. “Continuity” ‒ See Winter, Autobiography, “Pale Horse.”
25. “The misty sky has resolved into granite darkness …” ‒ See Howard, “Recompense” from Always
Comes Evening, p. 37. See also note 18, supra.
26. “… from the shadow into day” ‒ See Howard, “The Tempter” from Always Comes Evening, p. 79.

THE HOLY GENT*
It’s been called the Holy Grail of Howard collecting, which may be true as long as one accepts the fact
that REH’s typewriter is lost in some dump. I am referring to The Gent from Bear Creek, the first hardback
book to be devoted to Howard stories, which was published by the firm of Herbert Jenkins in London in
1937. Eager to see his work printed in book form, REH had first approached publisher Denis Archer of
London in June 1933 with a collection of eight weird short stories. Archer declined because of “the
prejudice that is very strong over here just now against collections of short stories,” but said he would be
interested in publishing a full-length novel. REH sent such a novel, The Hour of the Dragon, to Archer in
May 1934. Archer accepted it, but the publisher went out of business before the book could be produced.1
Howard then submitted it to Weird Tales, where it was serialized in 1935 and 1936 and published in book
form by Gnome Press in 1950.
—————
*Published in The Robert E. Howard Foundation Newsletter, Vol. 10, #3/4 [fall/winter, 2016], pp. 24-27.
(Note the sly reference in the first sentence to Bob’s typewriter, implying that the Corrinet-owned
typewriter is bogus, as I claim in my zine in TNC #17, as Patrice Louinet and Paul Herman did before me,
but which is still said to be genuine in documents posted in the Howard House and reaffirmed in Mark
Corrinet’s lapsed libel lawsuit against Herman and the Foundation mentioned in my zine. I reiterated my
claim in a question to Herman during his HD 2017 panel on REH typescripts which Ben Friberg videotaped
and Youtubed, so hopefully anyone thinking to buy Corrinet’s machine will get the word.)
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Making another effort, but perhaps not wishing to expend much effort on a venture that was shaky at
best, REH took nine of his humorous Breckinridge Elkins westerns, which he had already sold to the pulp
Action Stories, added four new tales, a love interest named Glory McGraw, and numerous connecting
passages to tie them together. In 1935 he submitted this 81500-word fix-up novel to his agent Otis Adelbert
Kline, who sent it first to Caxton Printers Ltd. of Caldwell, Idaho. Caxton turned it down, but Jenkins
accepted it in late 1936. Missourians George and Toni Roady own a carbon copy of the typescript, which
had been retyped by Kline.2 Louinet has traced the origins of and differences between the various extant
texts.3
The book was only sold in the UK and the Commonwealth, mostly to English lending libraries. Many
of the 600 to 2000 copies were destroyed during World War II paper drives and the Blitz. But perhaps most
copies were destroyed because of the way so many were circulated, namely through lending libraries, which
discarded their dustjackets and shortened their lives. In any case, the few surviving copies are the rarest
and most valuable of all Howard collectibles outside of some typescripts.
The publisher sent six complimentary copies to Kline, who sent one to REH’s father, Dr. Isaac M.
Howard, and the rest to various publishers. Dr. Howard donated his to the Ranger, Texas, Junior College.
It bears his bookplate and is part of a group of books and documents there called the Robert E. Howard
Memorial Collection (not to be confused with the Howard Payne University collection of the same name
now housed at the Robert E. Howard House and Museum). It is in about near fine condition.
An autographed Gent was sold by Arkham House editor and publisher August Derleth to collector,
scholar, and agent of the Howard heirs Glenn Lord in the late 1950s for $4. This copy was purchased in
June 2016 by REHupan Patrice Louinet for $18000.4 It and its dustjacket are pictured below and on our
back cover. Publisher Donald M. Grant borrowed and disbound this copy to photograph it for his offsetprinted 1965 reprint of 732 copies, rebinding the original rather tightly.5 Subsequent reprints, not being
photo-offset, have texts whose purity is problematic. But Dennis McHaney published a reprint in 2009
whose dustjacket was shot from the Lord Gent and the text from the Richardson Gent (see below), so it is
now easy to get a pure text version of the book.
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Another one in “fine” condition was found by bookdealer Ian Snelling of Forest Town, South Africa, in
2002 and bought by California REHupan Leo Grin that year for $3700, discounted with the understanding
that it be donated (at Grin’s suggestion) to the Robert E. Howard House and Museum, where it is displayed
during the annual Robert E. Howard Days celebration.6
One copy of Gent in “good” condition with restored endpapers was sold on eBay in December 2002 for
$2465 by a British bookseller.7,8
Alistair Durie, author of the pictorial history Weird Tales (Jupiter, 1979), found another Gent, in about
“good” condition, at a Charing Cross Road, London, bookshop in about 2004, for which he paid 2000 GBP
(about $3500). Durie stated that Jenkins often put out cheaper editions of his earlier releases, with thinner
paper, raising the possibility that such versions of Gent might have existed.9 However, Lord, some people
who used to work for Jenkins, and others came to believe that the only difference between the Jenkins
Gent’s first and second editions was probably the “reduced” price sticker put over the original lower
dustjacket’s printed price. The first edition had been priced at 7 shillings, 6 pence, and the second edition
at only 2 shillings, 6 pence. This would make more economical sense than reprinting a thinner, lighter book
run, and would help to more quickly move any unsold copies.
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British REHupan Danny Street investigated all extant copies of Gent in UK libraries.10 Inspired by
information from critic Don Herron and former REHupan Richard Toogood, Street was able to locate and
view four copies in UK libraries, namely those in the British Library, London; the National Library of
Scotland, Edinburgh; the Bodleian Library, Oxford; and the Trinity College Library, Dublin. These can
also be viewed by others applying for the proper permissions. Street reproduces photos of three of the
copies, but the National Library of Scotland did not permit picture taking. Its copy and that of the British
Library were in the best condition, about “fine,” though none had a dustjacket. Also, none was a second
printing, namely the supposed cheap second edition of 1938. Street did discover a copy of a dustjacket in
the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, that differed from that of Lord’s own copy in having a reduced
price sticker, and thus is apparently that of the second printing. Its jacket, as well as the lack of any known
thinner copies, argues against any structural differences between the editions. Finally, Street located and
posted a copy of the original contract signed by Howard’s father allowing the book’s publication by
Jenkins.11
Street later turned up another institutionally held Gent, which is “fine” in a first-edition dustjacket, at
the Cambridge University Library.12,13 This and the Lord copies are the only known Gents that still have
dustjackets.
Bookdealer Leonard Shoup of Burlington, Ontario, bought a “good” copy, with ex-library markings, for
$15 on the ABEbooks.com Web site in July 2006 from a dealer who did not recognize its value (not the
last time this would happen) and listed it on eBay. The book was bought for $8500 on 24 July 2006 by
Canadian pulp collector Dwight Fuhro.14 Fuhro actually had no interest in the book, but arranged with REH
collector Edward Gobbett of Lanham, Maryland, to trade it for nine “near fine” copies of The Shadow pulp
that he had acquired at the 2004 York, Pennsylvania, Book and Paper Show.15-17
Another “good” copy with public library markings and lacking the front free end paper was discovered
by Mel Stein, a collector active in the 1950s and 1960s. It was sold several times during the 1990s for a
few thousand dollars before being bought by a Canadian collector for $2250, who sold it on eBay in
November 2007 for $10,000 Canadian, again to Gobbett.18 This is the only known existing Jenkins Gent
that is noticeably different from all the others. It has a different font/lettering, word placement, and colored
letters (being “golden” rather than the standard “black”) on the book’s cloth cover and spine top, etc. This
could plausibly be a proof copy, but it is more likely to be an unbound copy from Jenkins (as the firm
apparently often did) that was then bound to a client’s desired design. It is thus different and unique.19
A “very good” copy belonging to the late Memphis collector and FAX publisher Dr. Darrell C.
Richardson was auctioned by Adventure House publisher John Gunnison in March 2010 for $11000 to an
unknown collector.20
Another seller-unrecognized treasure, an about “fine” copy (pictured on our front cover) was bought on
ABEbooks.com for 20 GBP (about $30) by Louinet in April 201021 and sold by him to Illinois collector
Bob Lumpkin in 2017 for $14,500.22
Louinet’s genealogical research on Howard’s family brought him into contact with Brad and Jeff
Howard, grandchildren of a cousin of REH, leading to the discovery of their copy of Gent, though it’s in
“poor” condition.23
25
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And in August 2015, another “poor” one sold for 150 GBP ($235) on ABEbooks.com.19
In July 2016 another Jenkins Gent in “good” condition with a library pocket was auctioned on eBay by
the British Heart Foundation bookstore. I bought it for $1396.19 The decline in copy prices may indicate
that the already limited market is dwindling as serious collectors get theirs.
This brings the total number of verified Gents known to exist to 17. But the hunt goes on for the 18th,
with prospects that are steadily dimming.
I thank Danny Street and Patrice Louinet for input to this article. Photos courtesy of Lou Ann Lord.
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On the next page are the five Gents shown at Howard Days 2017. Upon hearing of this event, former
REHupan Danny Street commented:
Whilst I can appreciate that he's had to work very hard to organize all of this, I did
mention to Patrice; it's a bit of a shame that he also didn’t/couldn’t arrange with Ranger
College’s Goleman Library to have “their” (Dr. IM Howard’s) Jenkins Gent book copy. ...
Then, there would have been 6 Jenkins Gent novel book copies together, in one place at
the same time, in the USA. Probably the first time this would have happened since 8th
June 1937, when the 6 authors/comp. copies had arrived (from John Paradise, London,
England) were together at the Otis Adelbert Kline literary agency (before being sent off to
individuals Stateside)!? [1 June, 2017, e-mail to me]

Clockwise from upper left: The Louinet/Lumpkin, Lord/Louinet,
Breakiron, Brad Howard, and Howard House Gents.
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CORRECTION TO “THE HOLY GENT” ARTICLE
The Jenkins Gent that was used by Donald Grant to photocopy his 1965 reprint from was actually the
Ranger College copy, not Glenn Lord’s copy, as has recently been discovered by Louinet. The evidence is
in the three letters reproduced below (courtesy Louinet). Also, a photo of the front end pages on
HowardWorks shows that the spine has been taped (http://howardworks.com/gentj-pict.htm). I’ve
published all this in the latest Robert E. Howard Foundation Newsletter (Vol. 11, #1/2, spring/summer,
2017, pp. 2-4) as well.
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